ROMTECK
Product Update Announcement

Delta IV FMS Plus
Fuel Management System
ROMTECK will soon be releasing an enhanced version of its Delta IV Fuel Management System the Delta IV Plus. This is the latest iteration of its Fuel Management System with a focus on customer requested features.

Delta IV Plus - Database Upgrade*
The FMS Database system has been enhanced to take advantage of new
network structures and system administration methodologies.

♦ SQL Server. World recognised SQL system for database storage provides unlimited capacity, interface
support and report generation methods.

♦ Independent Data collection service. The database functionality has been divided into a number of
independent modules to provide services such as data collection, data entry and reporting. The FMS
database can be run as a service on a PC or a virtual server.

♦ Independent Report Generation. The report module is now a standalone program, or you can use
one of the huge range of 3rd Party SQL report generation applications available.

Delta IV Plus - Console
♦ Expanded - Improved networking, connectivity and security options. Options such as Secure Sockets over
3G networks, Bluetooth, WiFi, USB and Ethernet /Cat 5 are now standard with the Delta IV plus.

♦ New memory and data storage systems allow a practically unlimited amount of data to be stored on
the console. This will allow years worth of logs or millions of key cards to be managed.

♦ New hardware expansion system provides limitless mix-and-match hardware options. For

example an FMS console could contain a configuration such as Dallas keys, Indala® , HID cards,
Cardex cards and RFID identification all on the same system.

♦ Simple Upgrade. Any existing Delta IV system can be upgraded to the Delta IV Plus via an onsite retrofit.

Delta IV Plus - RFID
Romteck has developed its own Smart RFID tag system that allows any asset that has an engine to
report its engine run hours. The includes all vehicle types, lighting towers or Gensets
fitted with a Smart RFID tag.
This simplifies data collection, increases the accuracy of information and saves man-hours.
* Can be used with existing Delta IV systems without requiring a console upgrade.
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